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Impact on Cryptography

Quantum computers break widely used public key encryption

RSA-2048 with 4100 qubits

ECC: Bitcoin with 2330 qubits

New quantum-safe cryptography

Quantum key distribution

“Post-quantum” classical cryptography research at Microsoft





Develop and deploy a scalable, commercial 

quantum system to solve today’s unsolvable 

problems



Revolutionary topological 

approach

A global team Scalable, end-to-end technology
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Majorana Fermions 

Predicted by Ettore Majorana 
in 1937





Split     0 or    1 electrons into two “Majorana” particles

Store a qubit in a superposition of    0 or    1 electrons



Inca Quipu









1. Find quantum algorithm with quantum speedup



50+ quantum algorithms with quantum speedup, that is better asymptotic 
scaling than any classical computer

http://math.nist.gov/quantum/zoo/



1. Find quantum algorithm with quantum speedup

2. Confirm quantum speedup after implementing all

subroutines and I/O 

3. Optimize code until runtime is short enough

4. Embed into specific architecture and estimate resources
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Quantum 

programming 

language Q#

Visual Studio 

integration and 

debugging

Local and cloud 

quantum 

simulation

Extensive 

open-source 

libraries, samples, 

documentation



 State-of-the-Art Local Simulator

 State-of-the-Art Azure Simulator

 Trace Simulator

 Quantum Computer



MPI-based distributed simulator, similar to that of ETH students D. Steiger and T. Häner

More than 30x reduction in network traffic compared to other simulators (SC’17 paper)

No need to buy a supercomputer: available as Azure HPC cloud services up to ≈43 qubits



We can surpass the best classical computers with 
only 50 qubits!



There are many classical algorithms for simulating quantum 

systems, but they all have limited applicability.

Chemistry Materials

Many problems are out of reach even for exascale supercomputers

but doable on quantum computers.

Nuclear and Particle Physics





Fertilizer production using Haber-Bosch process
needs 3% of the world’s natural gas production

But bacteria can do it in the soil 
without a huge factory!



Intractable on classical supercomputers 

But a 200-qubit quantum computer will let us understand it





We need better qubits!

Better algorithms!

Better quantum error correction
(Hastings & Haah)

108 105106





quantum algorithms 
classical algorithms



Will cloud service respect privacy of my data?

Will the computation be implemented correctly?

Blind quantum computation can certify privacy and correctness 
of delegated computation.
(Broadbent, Fitzsimons, Kashefi, 2009)



Invent new quantum algorithms

Explore quantum applications

Determine resources and optimize quantum code

Co-design quantum hardware and software


